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This is an inspirational book about personal growth...Ah, who the hell am I kidding? I'm Lucian Colt,
and this story is mainly about me punching zombies in the face. Loads of 'em.You'd think that life
would be easy-breezy for a handsome, demonic badass like me, but you'd be wrong. The demon
doesn't help me with rent, doesn't help me pick up chicks or anything fun like that. Instead, he's all
about violence. Lots of it. So, when this super-powered necromancer shows up in town and starts
emptying the city's graveyards, my buddy Gadreel thinks it's go-time. Before the Veiled Order
knows it, a war is about to break out between the living and the dead. Pretty scary, eh?Oh, and get
this! Turns out that this Demon-Heart gig isn't all it's cracked up to be. The guys who stuck this
infernal organ in me left out the fact that, someday, when I die, I'll be heading straight to Hell. Ain't
that a bitch?Join me as I kick some major ass, have an existential crisis, get shot down by cute girls,
generally fuck everything up for my friends and, just maybe, come out of the deal having learned
how valuable my teammates are. It's going to be a wild and filthy ride!Trigger Warning: This book
has a lot of guns in it, and sometimes, their triggers get pulled, resulting in devastating headshots. If
you're not into that sort of thing, or if you've got issues with dirty words, dirty thoughts or talking
spiders, then slowly back away from this book and retreat to your safe space. Wouldn't want you to
get your feelings hurt.
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The English writing skills were decent but the urban fantasy field has been pretty well explored by
now. Nothing in this book struck me as being truly new or worth reading. I do have a few specific
complaints about this book. I intend to address these issues in my review and will certainly include
some spoilers. Please feel free to skip my review if this is likely to bother you.First, the protagonist is
a whiner. He whines pretty much from the Icee scene at the start of the book and throughout the
vast majority of the book. To make this issue more clear, I am going to describe that scene so, if a
first scene spoiler bothers you, avert your eyes now. The protagonist was literally complaining about
his friend's failure to follow his expert technique about how to pour the perfect Icee. For those of you
who aren't familiar with an Icee, it is a soft drink consisting of finely ground water ice, liquid water, a
flavoring, and copious quantities of sugar. They are nice to drink on a hot summer day but are they
really worth whining about? The answer is "no" but apparently the author decided to start things the
way he intended to continue throughout the book.Second, there is a secret organization in this book
that exists for the apparently equally valid purposes of stopping supernatural bad guys from doing
bad things and covering up the existence of the supernatural. There really isn't a convincing
explanation for this kind of conspiracy but it has still been done to death.Third, the secret
organization sends out a squad of commando style troops, the whining hero, and his fire-casting
sidekick to look for zombies that have been popping up in the area. Do the troops sit down and
come up with a decent game plan before going out? No, they did not.
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